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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, October 28, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWZ4 576^6 S 5^0 2908 29286 +466 Basis (Z): +110/+120 +110/+150 +245/+265 +500/+560 

MWH5 586^4 S 4^2 1690 18932 +172 Info:  nominals nominals bid/cars cars/cars 

MWK5 594^2 S 3^6 610 6655 -59 Change: unch/unch unch/unch up 10/up 5 unch/up 10 

MWN5 603^0 S 4^4 536 4126 +16 Mpls Truck: -70  +30 +55 

MWU5 610^6 S 4^4 138 2538 +0 Portland (Z) Oct Nov Dec Jan (H) 

MWZ5 626^0 S 5^2 232 1879 +1 14%proBasis  +340/+350 +340/+350 +340/+350 +330/+345 

Totals:   6,114 63,747 +596  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/dn 5 

Cash Exchanges: 877 Options: 6 

Receipts on the Floor:   
98 cars and 1 trains 

Implied option vols: 
Z:20%, H&K: 19% 

Basis was firm in the spot market and flat in the PNW.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets rallied huge again today, but corn, beans, and—importantly—meal gave back most or all 
of those gains. Wheat was the lone survivor closing near daily highs on a strong finish, up 8 in Chicago, 
7ish in KC, and MW weaker, only up a nickel. CZ closed up 1 ½ but 7 off of the highs with beans up 2 
nearby but 25 cents below the morning highs. Farmer selling was reportedly very active in corn and 
beans today. Funds continue to cover shorts on technical considerations.  
 
Spring wheat saw mixed trade. Flat price was firmer, but scale up hedge selling was noted which 
weakened intermarket premiums. MZ/WZ fell 3 cents to close at 46 and MZ/KZ fell 2 ¼ to close at 
25.25 under. Calendar spreads were also mixed in MW, with Z/H rallying off of flat price order flow and 
pivoting from a -10 ½ to -10 trade into -10 to -9 range. H/K was steady at -8 but K/N, N/U, and U/Z were 
all weaker on some MOC roll pressure. We’re getting into roll season and starting to see some strange 
MOC order flow in various wheat calendar spreads. For several weeks now we have been seeing MOC 
bearspreading in KW N/Z and now this week that seems to have switched into MOC bullspreading. 
There was a point right before the close where someone was clearly selling MW N/Z and buying KW 
N/Z simultaneously. WZ/WH is holding remarkably steady just inside of the critical 50% of full carry 
threshold, which should it continue will force storage back to 5 cents/month. If this storage reduction 
triggers, K/N at -8 will look like a cheap bullspread. WK/WN has been getting sold MOC on what looks 
like deferred index pre-roll. The Rogers index roll will begin on Thursday, DB will kick off next Tuesday, 
and then the big index rolls start next week on Friday. The strength in WZ/WH has been unexpected 
given the huge flat price rally, but hey there’s been a lot of unexpected this week. Delivery stocks were 
flat in SRW and HRW but spring wheat stocks declined 2.4 mil bu in Duluth.  
 
As for flat price, we’re waiting for some trading ranges to develop. A lower close tomorrow should 
confirm today’s highs as key resistance levels in beans, corn, and meal, but wheat is acting 
independently strong as fund buyers search out liquidity.  Last week’s high in WZ of 539 ¼, followed by 
the 542-545 area serve as resistance.  MW-W and MW-KW intermarket spreads appear to be a 
function of flat price with hedge selling slowing down rallies. When the fund short-covering rally is over, 
MW should gain back some premium on W and KW just as a function of order flow. –Austin Damiani 


